Updating the CE Plant Cost Index

Introduction

For more than 37 years, chemical process-industry professionals -- engineers, managers, and technicians -- have used the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) to adjust process plant construction costs from one period to another. This index, rather, indexes, as it consists of a composite index and eleven sub-indexes -- has received such wide acceptance that it has even been written into construction-contract cost-escalation clauses. The CEPCI has a history of revisions. The most recent, and most significant, revision -- more like an overhaul -- occurred in 1982. The 1982 changes deliberately retained the structure of the CEPCI. The authors hope that the revised CEPCI is a much better fit than the previous version, with respect to how accurately it tracks changes in CPI plant-construction costs. Nevertheless, the CEPCI cannot be applied unthinkingly; there are limitations to its use. In general, the CEPCI can be used confidently, to escalate plant costs, but only for periods no greater than five years.

Changing ways of building plants are reflected as this widely used index is brought into the 21st century

The Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) is an established institution. Since its introduction in 1963 [1], it has been published in each and every issue of CE. For more than 37 years, chemical process-industry (CPI) professionals - engineers, managers, and technicians - have used the CEPCI to adjust process plant construction costs from one period to another. This index, rather, indexes, as it consists of a composite index and eleven sub-indexes - has received such wide acceptance that it has even been written into construction-contract cost-escalation clauses.

The CEPCI has a history of revisions. Most of these have been cosmetic, such as renaming the "Fabricated equipment" sub-index to the more descriptive "Heat exchangers and tanks" sub-index. The most recent, and most significant, revision - more like an overhaul - occurred in 1982 [2]. The major changes included reducing the number of components from 110 to 66, replacing many components with more suitable ones, and revising the productivity factor downward from 2.50% to 1.75%. (See next page for an explanation of the productivity factor.) The 1982 changes deliberately retained the structure of the CEPCI.

The set of sub-indexes has remained unchanged for nearly four decades - decades that have seen major changes in the CPI, especially in plant design and operation. We have not changed the data series and the relative weights since 1982. That is a long time to freeze an index, and does not necessarily reflect recent changes. For that reason, we have decided it was time for the CEPCI to be revised again, this time to bring it into the twenty-first century. The structure is not being changed, but many underlying details are being updated.
The established structure

Before describing the latest CEPCI revision, we need to review its structure and some history. Table 1 shows that the composite index is built from seven component-indexes and four sub-indexes. For all of these, values have been reported running back to 1947. Table 2 lists annual values of the four sub-indexes and the composite index for the years 1963 to 2000. Component-index data and an extension back to 1947 can be purchased from CE's editorial department. Each annual index is the arithmetic mean of the monthly indexes.

Details of computing the values will be discussed below. For now, we will stick with an outline, as shown in Table 1. The component-indexes are compiled, and with appropriate weighting factors, are added up to make up the Equipment Index. Independently, three other sub-indexes are compiled, and with appropriate weighting and normalizing, the four sub-indexes add up to the CEPCI.

While Table 2 is informative, it is a lot easier to see trends and relative changes among the indexes when plotted in Figure 1. A cursory look at this figure tells us that none of the five indexes increased monotonically during these 37 years. They had their "ups and downs," but all of them were significantly higher in 2000 than in 1963. The Equipment sub-index exhibited the most growth (approximately 340%) over this period, followed by the composite CEPCI, and the Buildings, Engineering and Supervision, and Construction Labor sub-indexes, respectively. The relatively steep rise in the Equipment sub-index was partly due to sharp increases in fabricated equipment prices, which were driven, in turn, by jumps in the costs of raw materials (for instance, stainless steel). Because this sub-index contributed so much (61%) to the composite CEPCI, the latter exhibited very similar behavior; the two curves are nearly parallel.

There is another reason for the relatively modest increases in the other sub-indexes - the CEPCI productivity factor. This factor, which discounts changes in the labor-cost components in the sub-indexes, tends to dampen increases in these sub-indexes. An index with large labor components, such as Construction Labor, is more influenced by the productivity factor than those with less-significant labor cost elements (such as Equipment).

The five index curves change slopes downward around the year 1982. This was the year of the last major CEPCI revision. This revision involved a change in the productivity factor, as well as major reductions in the number of index components. Taken together, these changes significantly affected the next 18 years of the CEPCI and its sub-indexes. There were other macroeconomic trends that also influence the data; such as a decline in interest rates over 20 years from 20 to 2%. The inflationary 1970s have come and gone but left their mark.

Meet the productivity factor

We have mentioned the CEPCI productivity factor several times already without explaining what it is or how it is calculated. In 1982 Matley [3] explained that the productivity factor "should be thought of as a technological productivity factor [that is] predicated on advances in working tools and techniques." These advances include such obvious ones as the proliferation of personal computers and other electronic tools, and less-evident (to non-construction professionals, at
least) innovations as the implementation of modular construction techniques. However, Matley said that the factor, "should not be considered to account for changes in productivity arising from improvements in the quality of construction work-management... [nor should it] be regarded as reflecting productivity changes due to advances in the skill, experience or motivation of the workforce. Lastly, the factor does not take into account regional variations in construction wages" [3].

Let us do the math and enter the productivity factor into the calculation of the CEPCI composite and its sub-indexes. It is used on every labor-cost component within a sub-index, component index, or the composite index. Take the raw change in a labor-cost component and multiply it by the productivity factor to obtain the adjusted change in that component. This adjusted change is then an input to the calculation of the appropriate CEPCI sub-index, and the composite index.

The productivity factor is calculated via Equation (1):

\[
P.F. = 11(1 + p/12)^n (1)
\]

where: P.F. = productivity factor (< 1) \( p \) = Annual growth in construction labor productivity (fraction)

\( n \) = Number of months between January 1947 and the index-update month

The index is calculated monthly. That is why the average productivity increase appears as \( p/12 \).

For instance, suppose that the raw (unadjusted) increase in the Engineering cost component from February 1963 to August 2000 was 400% (or 4.00). Here is how to calculate the adjusted change in this component: Substitute an annual productivity growth rate of 2.2% or 0.022 (this value is verified p.69) and the number of months from January 1947 to August 2000 (53 X 12 + 8 = 644). Equation (2) solves for a productivity factor of:

\[
... (2)
\]

The adjusted increase in the engineering cost component is 0.3074 X 400% = 123%.

The exponent \( n \) in Equation (1) is calculated from January 1947 instead of from February 1963, the month and year the CEPCI was introduced, because 1947 is the year that the Marshall and Swift (M&S; formerly Marshall and Stevens) Equipment Cost Index was started as a regular feature of CE [4]. We suspect that Arnold and Chilton derived the productivity factor from this data, but they did not leave a paper trail.

Despite the fact that the M&S index is based on used-equipment prices, while the CEPCI is built around new plant-construction costs, trends in the M&S have been comparable to the CEPCI. The quarterly M&S index is published on CE's Economic Indicators page, along with the VAPCCI (see box, p. 69) and other indexes.
Two questions of engineering philosophy intrude here and need addressing. Why do we use a productivity factor at all? Why not just leave the labor-cost components unadjusted?

According to Arnold and Chilton [5], "All cost indexes that have labor rates as components and that do not make corrections for labor productivity have built into them what index technicians call an upward bias." They felt that, without labor productivity corrections, indexes will, over time, overstate true (as opposed to apparent) labor-cost changes. However, we should note that the productivity factor dampens labor-cost decreases, as well as increases. As mentioned earlier, Figure 1 displays the effect of labor productivity on index trends.

**Assembling the CEPCI data**

The productivity factor is one of 54 inputs that are used for calculating the updated CEPCI and sub-indexes. We will discuss accessing the other key inputs used in their calculations and how this calculation is performed.

We said that each index and subindex is the weighted sum of several components. Most of these components correspond to Producer Price Indexes (PPIs), updated and published monthly by the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS; Washington, D.C.). According to the BLS definition, the PPIs, "track the average-change in net transaction prices that domestic producers in the mining, manufacturing, agriculture, and forestry sectors, as well as selected services industries, receive for the products that they make and sell." The price quotations that the BLS uses to build these indexes come from a statistically chosen sample of representative transactions obtained from a statistically chosen sample of representative producers in each 600 or so industries. "In all, the PPI includes roughly 100,000 price quotations from about 25,000 domestically producing establishments, resulting in the publication of approximately 13,000 indexes" [6].

From these several thousand indexes, 41 PPIs have been selected as inputs to the CEPCI and sub-indexes. These PPIs cover products as diverse as carbon steel plates, fans and blowers, concrete pipe, and lighting fixtures. All of these items and many more are key elements in a typical CPI plant. The first columns in Table 3 list these PPIs and their BLS code numbers. The latter begin with the designation peu or wpu.

The CEPCI inputs also include 12 labor-cost indexes (see Table 3). These indexes are also compiled by BLS. They track changes in labor rates, for such categories as Fabricated products and General building contractors. In addition, special labor-cost indexes are included for technical specialties, such as engineers and designer-drafters. Except for the last two, which are pcu8711#1 and pcu8712#4, all of the labor-cost index numbers begin with the letters ecu or eeu. The large number of entries for products and labor results in a table that sprawls over three pages.

In Table 3, alongside each component and BLS index number is a component-weight factor, which has been revised (or left unchanged) in this update. As the name implies, this factor weights the change in the component's price in proportion to its importance to the sub-index or composite CEPCI. Consider the first entry: Plates, carbon steel. This component is given a weight of 0.140. This means that changes in the price of carbon-steel plate accounts for 14% of
the change in the "Heat exchangers and tanks" component-index. The subtotal of weight factors equals 0.774. The balance (0.226) is contributed by the labor for fabricating these components.

Moving one column to the right, "Heat exchangers and tanks" is listed under the column heading Component Group - Level I. The weight factor in that column is 0.338. This weight factor denotes the contribution of "Heat Exchangers and Tanks" to the Equipment index, which is listed in the column Component Group - Level II. Finally, notice that the weight-factor for Equipment is 0.507, meaning that it contributes 50.7% to the composite CEPCI.

The other three major sub-indexes do not have a Component Group - Level I. Buildings has just two components: "Construction materials" and "General building contractors." These contribute 53% and 47% to the Buildings subindex, which, in turn, contributes 4.6% to the CEPCI. The four components of the Engineering and Supervision subindex contribute to that category, while the Construction Labor sub-index has three components. The "Engineering and supervision" and "Construction labor" sub-indexes account for 15.8% and 29.0% of the composite CEPCI, respectively. These weight factors Eire entered into £m Excel spreadsheet that is used to calculate the composite CEPCI and sub-indexes.

**Normalizing the index**

Also entered into this spreadsheet, in protected squares, for each component is the base value of the Producer Price Index. This base value is the arithmetic mean of the twelve monthly values of this PPI for 2000. Thus, we can say that the base date of the revised CEPCI is Year-2000. On Table 2 this is the last line augmented with the values for the component-indexes. We believe that selecting a year's worth of data allows for a broader base than a single month.

At this point, the data entry is correct, but the results make no sense, unless the data are normalized. The PPIs do not all start at 100 in 1959-1961, which is the historical base of the index. (PPIs are given a value of 100 on the month that the series begins.) Also, labor costs are given in units of dollars per hour. There has to be some computational adjusting to make the series continue.

Every month, the latest values of the component PPIs are entered into the spreadsheet. For each component, the ratio of the current PPI and the base PPI is multiplied by the weight factor. When this calculation has been made for all the components of a subindex, the results are added. This sum becomes the current value of the subindex. Lastly, each of the sub-indexes is multiplied in the spreadsheet by a "normalization factor" that has been selected such that the resulting value of each revised sub-index for January 2001 is exactly equal to the value of the corresponding old index for January 2001. This normalization process ensures that the old and revised indexes will have a seamless transition.

If that was a little hard to understand, we present a simple example to illustrate the CEPCI calculation process. Consider the Buildings subindex for the March 2001. The components, their weight factors, and their PPIs are shown in Table 4. The weight factors are in Table 3 and the base PPI values for 2000 have been stored. The current PPI data were read from the BLS website: www.bls.gov/data/home.htm. The unadjusted ratio is (current PPI)/(base PPI). General
Building Contractors is a labor cost, so it is multiplied by a productivity factor (0.3040 in March 2001).

The Weighted Product is the adjusted PPI ratio multiplied by the weight factor. The sum of these weighted products is shown both before and after normalization. Again, the normalization (splicing) factor is the ratio of the Buildings sub-index calculated via the old CEPCI to the revised sub-index. Finally, the post-normalization value, 385.4, is the Buildings sub-index for March 2001. The splicing factors are stored in the spreadsheet and they were worked out to make sure that the index continues without a discontinuity. Table 5 is a list of normalization factors.

**What was revised?**

There are more compelling reasons to revise the CEPCI than the centennial of this magazine in 2002 or the start of a new century. Progress over the last 18 years is the main impetus for a fresh look. Here are some of the reasons for an update, and some of the actions put into the revised index.

1) The BLS no longer reports 14 of the PPI inputs to the old CEPCI. Consequently, each of these inputs had to be frozen at the value last reported by BLS. Needless to say, a frozen PPI contributes nothing to the index-updating process. We were able to find suitable replacements for these discontinued PPIs. These replacements are listed in Table 6.

2) Two of the labor categories in the old CEPCI (Draftsman and Typist) are no longer relevant. These days, drafting is typically done via CAD (computer-assisted drafting) programs, not on blueprints, and today's engineering design firms employ hardly any typists. PCs on everyone's desk have replaced most typists. Hence, we replaced these labor categories with those that more accurately reflect the 21st-century labor mix. These new job categories are in Table 3 under the Engineering and Supervision sub-index.

3) Another area needing modernization was the set of component-weight factors. For the most part, these reflected the composition of the typical CPI plant circa 1960 or 1970. We surveyed roughly twenty CPI companies, engineering firms, index publishers and technical organizations to obtain the information necessary to update these weight factors. As a result of their responses, we modified all of the Level I and Level II weight factors, and several of the component weight factors [7].

Table 7 displays the weight factors that were changed, showing both the old and revised values. We had to adjust components (such as Prepared Paint), Level I component groups (Heat Exchangers and Tanks), and Level II component groups (Equipment). The new weight factors for each entry (whether revised or left unchanged) are listed with their position on Table 3. For instance, the revised weight factor for Heat Exchangers and Tanks (0.338) tells us that this component group accounts for 33.8% of the Equipment sub-index, not 33.8% of the composite CEPCI.

The differences between the original (1982) and revised (2001) weight factors are not large. Still, there is a definite trend away from equipment-oriented components and toward labor-cost-
oriented components. The Equipment sub-index weight factor decreases from 0.61 to 0.507, while the factor for Construction Labor increases from 0.22 to 0.29. The relatively slow growth in equipment prices (as tracked by the PPIs) over the past few decades account for much of the drop in the equipment component weight factors. This slow price growth is due to improvements in domestic fabrication processes, the importing of foreign-made equipment, and other factors. On the other hand, the relatively large increases in labor costs (both technical and non-technical) are attributable to the usual influences - inflation, skilled personnel shortages, and labor-management bargaining agreements.

4) Lastly, the annual productivity growth rate was revised to better reflect both short- and long term changes in construction-labor productivity. As this growth rate is the key input to the productivity factor, it had to be selected with care. Unfortunately, while the BLS compiles labor-productivity data for 100% of the manufacturing sector, it does not compile construction-labor productivity data. Our efforts to obtain these data from other sources, governmental and private, failed.

However, based on BLS's recommendation, we have decided to use the labor productivity for the Total Nonfarm Business sector. According to BLS, this sector, "represents changes in the productive efficiency of a sector that includes service-producing industries and the construction and mining industries, as well as manufacturing" [8]. The annual productivity growth (measured in output per hour) for the Private Nonfarm Business sector was 2.3% for the 1995-98 period and 2.2% for the 1947-98 period [9]. (The most recent year for which these productivity data are available is 1998.) Thus, the short and long term compound growth rates for this sector are virtually equal. We have selected the 2.2% annual growth rate to use in the productivity factor calculation. This replaces the 1.75% rate used in the old CEPCI computation. (Coincidentally, the 2.2% rate is close to the arithmetic mean of 1982's 1.75% and the original 2.5% rate used [1963 to 1981] in the CEPCI calculation.)

**Something old, something new**

In this ending section, we present the new indexes and display them side-by-side with the indexes they've replaced. The achieved objective has been to improve and update the CEPCI but not change its basis.

For this comparison we prepared Table 8. This table lists the CEPCI composite, along with its sub-indexes and component-indexes for the months of January through September 2001. Note that the indexes for July and August and September are still preliminary. That is, at the time of the writing of this article (mid-December) the BLS inputs for the months following June were not final.

While it's a bit risky to draw inferences from preliminary results, we can indicate some trends, or lack thereof. The CEPCI composite decreases from a January high of 395.4 to 393.7 in September. But in the meantime, it oscillates within that range. The Equipment sub-index shows a modest decline while Construction Labor increases. Meanwhile, the Buildings, and Engineering and Supervision subindexes stay almost constant during these nine months.
This is interesting, especially when we remember that these last three subindexes are heavily weighted with labor-cost components. That is, any changes - increases or decreases - in these labor components have been discounted by the productivity factor. Despite that dampening effect, the sub-indexes have grown, while the composite CEPCI and Equipment sub-index have decreased. A good part of that decrease is due to the steep drop during this period in some of the steel-related PPIs that are key inputs to the Equipment components. These include such components as stainless steel plates (dipped 7.4%) and carbon steel sheet (declined by 6%). Because the Buildings, Engineering and Supervision, and Construction Labor sub-indexes are influenced much more by changes in labor costs than in basic steel prices, they usually increase over time.

Finally, the revised and old (previous) CEPCIs for January through September 2001 are compared in Table 9. This table, along with Figures 2 through 6, displays the respective CEPCI composites and the four major sub-indexes. Notice that the January entries in Table 8 are identical. This is not mere coincidence. As explained earlier, the revised CEPCI composite and sub-indexes for January have been purposely equated with the their counterparts in the old CEPCI. This normalization has been done to effect a seamless transition between the two CEPCIs.

While there isn't space in this article to compare all five indexes, we can focus on one, the CEPCI composite. From equality in January-March, the respective composites begin to diverge. By September, the composites have drifted away from each other by 2.9 points. The revised index shows a little deflation and the old index shows a little inflation. We can allow one observation: The old and new CEPCIs are responding to the same economic inputs - for instance, the PPIs and productivity factor. But, because of the revisions we've made, the indexes are responding to them differently.

**Some final thoughts**

We hope that the revised CEPCI is a much better fit than the previous version, with respect to how accurately it tracks changes in CPI plant-construction costs. Nevertheless, the CEPCI cannot be applied unthinkingly; there are limitations to its use.

In general, the CEPCI can be used confidently, to escalate plant costs, but only for periods no greater than five years (See box p. 66). Such limitations merely remind us of the true nature of indexes. That is, like all other indexes, the CEPCI is merely a model - a representation of equipment and labor pricing schemes. Over one extended period, the CEPCI might track these prices quite closely. But over the very next period, it might deviate from them significantly. Needless to say, do not escalate plant costs blindly via the CEPCI (or any other index) if you can access current costs. Still, when there is not enough time or resources to obtain the latest costs, the CEPCI and its components - easy to use, easy to understand, and custom-designed for the CPI - provide an excellent substitute. *

Edited by Peter M. Silverberg
OBSERVING THE FIVE-YEAR RULE

A rule-of-thumb limit for cost escalation is five years. This applies to all escalations of capital or operating costs. There are sound reasons for this particular time limit. Over periods of up to five years, the differences between actual prices of equipment and labor and those predicted by a cost index have been found to be small relative to the inherent error in most budget-level estimates (±20 to ±30%). Over longer periods, these deviations can become much larger. That implies that the CEPCI can (and should) be used to adjust costs - but only if the adjustment period is limited to five years.

An example will be used to as background for discussion. Let us say that a 700-t/d liquid oxygen (LOx) plant was built in 1970 for $10 million. How much would it cost in 2000 to construct a 700t/d LOx plant? First, read the annual average composite CEPCI's for 1970 and 2000 from Table 1. These values are 125.7 (1970) and 394.1 (2000). Then multiply the 1970 cost by the ratio of these two CEPCI's to obtain the plant cost in 2000. Inflationary changes in the buying power of the dollar are built into the index, so don't make unnecessary currency corrections.

\[
\text{Cost} = \$10,000,000 \times \left( \frac{394.1}{125.7} \right) = \$31,300,000 \quad (3)
\]

This cost is not likely to be accurate. To begin with, during the intervening thirty years a host of changes occurred. Some of these changes involved the liquid-oxygen production process. There are steps made more efficient, steps omitted and steps added. The net result was an improvement in the production efficiency, resulting in a lower dollar-per-ton production cost.

Other changes were due to outside factors. Among the most influential of these were the many health, safety, and environmental regulations that were imposed on the CPI. These included rules affecting such diverse matters as the height of catwalk railings, the monitoring of wastewater pH, and the control of fugitive VOC (volatile organic compound) emissions from relief valves. To comply with these regulations, CPI plants had to modify their processes, install monitoring and control equipment, and hire additional professional and support personnel. For this reason alone, a comparison of the 1970 and 2000 LOx plants would fall in the "apples-and-oranges" category.

But let's get hypothetical for a moment; suppose that the 1970 and 2000 LOx plants were absolutely identical in all respects. Even then, the CEPCI-escalated cost would not be accurate. Even though these two plants would contain exactly the same number and types of all parts, the prices of this equipment and, more importantly, the labor required to install it, have escalated at different rates. The major change to the composition of the CEPCI is to increase the weight of the costs of labor and cut the weights of the equipment costs. Specifically, in the old CEPCI, Equipment contributed 61% to the composite index, while in the new CEPCI it contributes just 51%. At the same time, labor's weight factor increased from 32% in the old index to 45% in the new CEPCI.

THE VAPCCI INDEXES

Several cost indexes appear on the Economic Indicators page of this magazine. One set of that relies heavily on BLS inputs consists of the Vatavuk Air Pollution Control Cost Indexes.
(VAPCCIs). These are custom-designed for adjusting the equipment costs of air-pollution control systems. They were created in 1994 and first published in CE in late 1995 [1]. These quarterly indexes presently cover 11 controlequipment categories. The first-quarter of 1994 is the base date for the VAPCCIs. All indexes have been arbitrarily assigned a value of 100.0 for that base date. Table 10 lists the annual VAPPCIs for 1994 through 2000. Each annual index is the average of the quarterly indexes. Year 2001 can be found on the back page of this issue. Reference [77] is posted at www.che.com/CEEXTRA.
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